ABSTRACT
Personal digital assistants are designed to assist users in easy information retrieval or execute the tasks they are interested in. The conversational medium implies an additional level of intelligence but typically these systems do not support any reference to the user’s past interactions. We propose a domain-agnostic approach that enables the system to address queries referring to the past by using an information retrieval approach to rank various entities for a given query. We also add semantic enrichment to the recall process by augmenting the entities with information from a knowledge graph and leverage that in the retrieval process. We mined user interactions for the Cortana digital assistant to extract queries with location and business entities and show that our technique can achieve an accuracy of 89.8% for such recall queries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Personal digital assistants (PDAs) are getting more acceptance as they get embedded within various operating systems, such as Cortana, Siri, and Google Now as well as released as stand-alone apps such as Alexa, Hound and Dragon. PDAs are general purpose assistants as they can answer queries spanning various domains and perform a multitude of tasks [1]. The user can converse using natural language queries with the system either to provide some information to complete a task or query about some information [2]. However, in both cases, these systems are typically not designed to reason over their own previous interactions with the same user. If the user asks about some information they previously provided or that system presented to the user, the system lacks the ability to understand the query and recall a past referred entity for the user.

Queries that deal with recall over information previously presented by the system is a segment of queries that gets overlooked as it is not a part of the immediate task execution. This can be considered a meta-query over a previous task. For instance, a system may have the ability to order pizza or reserve a restaurant on behalf of the user, but the task is considered complete once the pizza has been ordered or the restaurant reservation has been confirmed. The user, however, may have questions about this task later, such as what pizza size they ordered last time or the name of the restaurant they reserved last weekend. With the proliferation of digital devices and experiences and how embedded they are in our daily lives, the need for semantic memory recall is even greater.

Semantic recall can also enable extension to automatically store user preferences and history which PDAs can leverage to speed up the interaction on future similar tasks. This is similar to the concept of auto-fill for web-forms or auto-complete for web URLs where the system assists the user by using the user’s previous history but still allows the user to change any aspect of the interaction, if needed.

For the rest of this paper, we formulate the problem in Section 2, describe our approach in Section 3, detail our data collection and labeling methodology in Section 4, and report on experimental results in Section 5. We discuss the relationship of this work with reference to related work in Section 6. We conclude with the take-away message and directions for future work in Section 7.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We formulate the problem of recalling the right entity from a user’s past in relation to a new utterance as an information retrieval problem. Given a user \( u_i \) we have a sequence of past \( t \) queries \( Q(u_i, t) = \langle q_1, \ldots q_t \rangle \) from her, ordered by query time. For each query \( q_j \), we extract zero, one or more entities relevant for that query and store them as a sequence \( E(Q(u_i, t)) = \langle e_1, \ldots e_k \rangle \) ordered by the time the entity was shown to a user. Note, that \( k \) can be less than, equal to or greater than \( t \). For a new query, \( q_{t+1} \), the task then is to learn a ranking function \( \Phi(E(Q(u_i, t)), q_{t+1}) \) and a threshold \( \theta \). The ranking function, \( \Phi \) orders the entities in \( E(Q(u_i, t)) \) by their relevance to the query \( q_{t+1} \), such that \( q_{t+1} \) is referring to a past entity, and also outputs ranking scores for each entity. The threshold \( \theta \), determines the cut-off on the ranking scores to decide which entities are recalled.

\[ \Phi(E(Q(u_i, t)), q_{t+1}) \]

\[ \text{for all } e_j \in E(Q(u_i, t)) \]

\[ \text{if } \text{Relevance}(e_j, q_{t+1}) > \theta \]

\[ \text{return } e_j \]

\[ \text{else if } \text{Relevance}(e_j, q_{t+1}) \leq \theta \]

\[ \text{return some default response} \]

\[ \text{end if} \]

\[ \text{end for} \]

\[ \text{return } \Phi(E(Q(u_i, t)), q_{t+1}) \]

\[ \text{end function} \]
3. BUILDING A PERSONALIZED SEMANTIC MEMORY

To build a personalized semantic memory, we do the following steps. First, we extract entities from the user’s interaction with the PDA. Then we determine which entities need to be stored for future recall. For these relevant entities, we store their meta-data and attributes that are used as part of the feature engineering for more robust recall. Finally, we use a ranker that returns a past entity relevant to a new user query. Each component is described in more detail next.

3.1. Query Entity Extraction

Users are either completing a task or querying for certain information. In either case, there can be one or more entities that are relevant to the user’s query. Each relevant entity has to be resolved (grounded) by the system, to enable a user to fetch information or perform an action involving it. For instance, the user may ask for directions to a restaurant, requiring the system to resolve the tagged restaurant name text to a physical entity, which can then be looked up in a knowledge graph (KG). This return result from the knowledge graph lookup provides us the entities and all of the meta data associated with each entity (e.g. address, telephone number, hours etc.), for a given query that we can store for future recall. The benefit of intercepting the KG lookup result is that we are not constrained by which task or domain required the lookup. Another advantage is that even if the query did not explicitly mention the entity name, if a task made a correlation and had a KG lookup, we can still leverage it.

3.2. Entity Relevance

All entities returned to a user in response to a query may not be relevant. This is especially true if the user is being asked to disambiguate between a list of entities returned by the KG. An entity is defined as relevant if a task was completed using it (ordered pizza from a store, asked for driving directions) or otherwise a user clicked on an entity when only a single entity was displayed to her. For clicks on multiple entities, it is not clear which one (or more) entity was of interest to the user and so we do not store those for recall in this paper.

3.3. Entity Attribute and Meta-Data Enrichment

For each entity, we also augment it using the additional knowledge available for it from the KG. For a local business entity, this additional information can include full business name, alternate names, street and web address, phone number or even some meta-information such as categorical information about that entity. This enrichment allows for semantic recall on attributes of the entity beyond the name or what was included in the original user utterance which led to the entity in the first place.

3.4. Feature Extraction

The user query $q_{t+1}$ is treated as a referring entity expression (RE) utterance and is represented as a sequence of words. The entities $E(Q(u_i, t))$ in the KB for a user $u_i$ are serialized into text documents $<e_1^i, \ldots, e_k^i>$ with multiple sections. Each section groups entity attributes into coherent units like name, address, entity type, incident utterances, other attributes etc. For an input RE we compute a set of bag of words based similarity features over each $e_j^i$ in the user’s KB $E(\cdot)$.

For each section in the entity document, we compute n-gram matches over the section and the RE. We use character n-gram to capture morphological inflections in the user’s RE. Aggregates like count, sum, max over n-gram matches across RE and $e_j^i$ are defined as numerical features. We also leverage BM25F [3], a ranking function that takes document structure into account and represents state-of-the-art Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency like retrieval function in information retrieval. We compute BM25F features for the RE over the entire document (entity) as well as each section individually.

3.5. Ranking Mechanism

We approach the semantic recall problem as an information retrieval problem [4]. The collection of relevant entities for a user are treated as a set of documents. The information from KG is treated as additional text that is associated with each document (entity) and is used for feature extraction. The task is then to return the ranked set of documents (entities) relevant to the incoming query. With this formulation, we can apply approaches similar to web-based document ranking. We evaluate the use of various learning algorithms (SVM, Logistic Regression and Gradient Boosted Decision Trees).

4. DATA COLLECTION AND EVALUATION MECHANISM

4.1. Relevant Entity Collection

We sampled logs from anonymized Cortana users and filtered on queries that contained a physical location. We further pruned for queries that only contained a relevant entity (as defined in Section 3.2). For each query, we also collected all other queries for the user associated with that query. This now provides us with a set of users with associated entities, who may be interested in querying over their past information.

4.2. Referring Entity Expression (RE) Generation

Currently, the ability to query about your past information is not available in Cortana so recall queries do not exist in the logs. To generate a corpus of referring expressions for past entities, we created a Mechanical Turk like task in which the
turks were displayed the user query, the relevant entity associated with that query and various attributes of that entity extracted from the KG. The task then was to provide three different ways how this entity could be referred to in the future. A screen-shot for the view available to the judge is shown in Figure 1. We collected data for 287 users, with 2,172 unique entities, and got 30,957 RE generated for these entities, with multiple judges asked to generate RE for the same entity.

4.3. Model Evaluation

To evaluate the ranking results for a RE expression, the top results were judged manually. We used a human judgment task to label the relevance of ranked top entity for a RE. A screen shot for the judgment task is shown in Figure 2.

We also report results on a negative test set of 2,935 randomly sampled Cortana queries so that we can ensure that our model does not over-trigger for queries that are not relevant. For this purpose, we again randomly sample conversations for Cortana users for queries with any location-based entities (local queries will trigger the local answer that will over-ride the semantic recall) and use our model to determine if any entity would be displayed using our approach. The results are again showed to human judges to determine if any scored relevant entities are useful. The judgment task shown in Figure 2 is reused for this purpose.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Of the 30,957 RE collected, we used 23,692 (76%) for training, 4,636 (15%) for testing as blind set and 2,629 (9%) was held out for parameter tuning. The data was randomly split in these groups. Note that the data collected was for location entities (of all types, such as business, restaurant, hotel, school, hospital, cinema, and so on). The queries also had various intents (asking for directions, phone number, address, open/close hours etc).

We present results for this data in Table 1. The utterance match refers to matching between the original user utterance that led to the RE as the new query. The entity name match refers to matching only between the entity name and RE, without the enrichment from the KG and we use utterance match and entity match as our baselines. SR refers to our semantic recall approach with different rankers such as FastRank (FR), Logistic Regression (LR) and SVM with RE, entity and KG attributes used. We observe that enriching the entity by adding additional attributes from the KG delivers significantly better results. The precision/recall curves for all three semantic recall approaches based on different rankers are also plotted in Figure 3. We observe that FR outperforms LR and SVM. In Table 1, we also present false triggering rates for the different techniques on non-location related Cortana data and see that false triggering are extremely low, particularly for SR - FR (1.2%).

In Figure 4 we plot the P/R curve for different amounts of training data, where for Precision $k$, $k$ is the fraction of data used for training with recall on x-axis and precision on y-axis. We can see that the use of further data to train the model may help a little in increasing the accuracy but the amount of existing data used is already providing reasonable results.

5.1. Discussion

For queries with an overlap between the entity name and the query (Query:“Do you remember the Gamestop I wanted?”, Entity:“Gamestop (Fair Plain, Mi)”), a ranking technique using entity name would work. For queries that refer to the original utterance (Query: “Find the store whose closing hours I asked for”, Original Utterance: “Closing hours for Costco in Lihue”, Entity: “Costco (Lihue, Hi)”), a technique based on
matching on previous utterances would work. However, if the query is referring to an attribute of the entity (Query: “Do you remember the name of the shooting range I searched for”, Entity: “Strip Gun Club”, Entity Category: “Sports & Recreation, Archery & Shooting”), the use of a KG is needed. Similarly, if an attribute of when the entity was surfaced (Query: “Which movie theater did I visit in Tulsa”, Entity: “Cinemark Movies 8”), additional meta-data about the context of the entity’s original display is needed. Our semantic recall technique uses all these features (original utterance, entity name, context of query, as well as information from KG) which helps it outperform other approaches.

Semantic recall is not accurate for a few cases, such as when there are multiple valid matches due to the query not constraining the set enough (Query: “The restaurant we ordered asian food from”, Recalled Entity: “Skewers By Morimoto”, Correct Entity: “Kobe Sushi Bar Restaurant”, both are Asian food restaurants) and when the recall mistakes some attribute (Query: “The restaurant I called in Gainesville”, Recalled Entity: “Poor Richard’s Gainesville”, Correct Entity: “Fuji Hibachi Express”). The latter is owing to model’s reliance on lexical features. Features capturing semantics like word embeddings can help fix such cases. The former essentially requires presenting multiple options to the user for disambiguation rather than choosing a single entity.

6. RELATED WORK

Referring entity expressions (descriptive, anaphoric as well as deitic) have been extensively studied in dialog systems [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The resolution of REs for disambiguation for on-screen items has also been studied [10]. In both these cases, the focus is to identify entities from the recent session/past whereas our work is focused on longer term recall and reference resolution.

KGs have been used to improve accuracy of entity disambiguation [11], spoken language understanding [12] and query lookup [13, 14]. We leverage KGs for recalling and resolving past entities of interest. Li et al., [15] build a personal KG based on user assertions where the user explicitly provides information. We do not rely on explicit assertions and store all implicit entities for future reference resolution. Sansonnet [16] identified automatically building memory for digital agents as a key challenge. This includes the ability to query the agent about its current state (possibly influenced by a previous user interaction) [17] using natural language [18] over possibly a structured information store [19, 20]. We have presented a way to address this challenge for PDAs.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented an approach to add semantic memory to PDAs to recall entities from the user’s past. We improve the semantic recall by enriching the entities using a knowledge graph lookup. We adopt an information retrieval based approach to rank the entities and then determine which of the ranked entities should be displayed to the user. We sample location entities from Cortana logs and then ask human judges to generate expressions of how a user would like to recall these entities. Using this data, we construct domain agnostic models for semantic recall and demonstrate it is possible to achieve 89.8% accuracy. This includes cases where the recall expressions only have some attribute of the entity mentioned rather than the full entity name. The model is able to answer such queries by enriching the entities from additional information available through a KG.

This effectively creates a personalized knowledge repository that can be extended for various other purposes such as storing user preferences (automatically add entities for non-recall queries such as drive me to the hospital) or even perform complex inference on these entities to accomplish more complicated tasks (e.g., give me directions to the Italian restaurant I asked about last time). This work can also be extended to address temporal queries (the pizza place I asked about last month) by tagging temporal expressions and then constraining the set of entities to be ranked using these time-based constraints. Word embeddings improve accuracy of disambiguation [21, 22] and KGs have been used to construct word embeddings [23, 24, 25, 26]. We plan to investigate their effect on the accuracy of semantic recall.
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